
INTERVIEW OF LEE SIMS

CK :  Hello Lee, could you introduce yourself?
 

LS : Hello my name is Lee Sims, I come from Aurora, 
Colorado, USA.
 

CK : How long have you been making music?

LS : I started my career in 1965 at the age of 14.

CK : What are your main influences?

LS : First Tennessee Ernie Ford and Johnny 
Cash. Growing up, I have listened to a lot 
of Merle Haggard, Waylon Jennings and 
George Strait.

CK : How many albums have you recorded 
since your beginnings?
LS : With the release of my last CD “ A Few 
More Mile to Go” that makes 6 albums.



CK : Can you tell us about this new album, do you write or compose?

LS : I am not a songwriter, I depend on professional songwriters; most of 
songs come from Nashville, like the musicians playing on the album that I 
recorded in a Music City studio.

CK : Do you often perform on stage?

LS : Generally, at least once a week.

CK: What is your best concert memory?

LS: There are many, but there are two that impressed me: the first is when 
I opened for Waylon Jennings and the second is to have accompanied 
George Strait during his very first concert in Colorado.

Partial discography.

CK : Have you ever been to France or Europe?

LS : Unfortunately I never made it to France; only to England. I would like 
to visit your country a lot, and why not perform there.

CK : What can we wish you for 2020?
LS : I hope to have a lot of visibility on my new project and we will see 
where it takes me.



Lee Sims - A Few More Miles to Go

Released at the end of last year, this 
album is in my top 10 from 2019. Right 
away with the first title “ Live Myself to 
Death Before I Die ”, an excellent 
Honky Tonk that no one wouldn't deny 
George Strait or Alan Jackson, we know 
right away what  we're going to listen to: 
real traditional country. 11 titles which 
mix ballads, Honky Tonk and country 
rock. An album that everything fan of 
“Real Country” must own.

Listen to the song Big Blue Moon (Click on the cover)


